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TEST STRUCTURE- EA SUPERVISOR/OPERATOR EXAM CONDUCTED BY TESTING AND CERTIFICATION 
AGENCY

 As per the existing Test Structure for SUPERVISOR/OPERATOR exam, there are only 3 modules 
viz;

Modules Maximum marks No of Questions in Module
Basics  Knowledge  of  UIDAI  and 29 10
Aadhaar
Demographic data entry 95 30
Biometric data capture 110 35
Total 234 75

 The duration of the tests is 105 minutes.
 Any candidate that obtains 117 or more marks shall get certified as Supervisor, whereas the ones 

getting 93 or more (but less than 117) shall be certified as Operator. 
 Candidates securing less than 93 marks shall be declared fail and such candidates will have to 

apply for retest and will have to write all the modules. 
 A candidate who wants to upgrade their certification role from Operator/CELC Operator to 

Supervisor role has to register afresh and pay the fresh test fee. The Supervisor certificate will be 
issued if the candidate score is above 117 marks.

 Any candidate who is absent or fails in the exam can use the same TCA registration ID to schedule 
their retest. Retest fee is to be paid by the candidate.

TEST STRUCTURE- CHILD ENROLMENT LITE CLIENT OPERATOR EXAM CONDUCTED BY TESTING AND 
CERTIFICATION AGENCY

 As per the existing Test Structure for CELC Operator, there are only 2 modules viz;

Modules Maximum marks No of Questions in Module
Basics  Knowledge  of  UIDAI  and 44 15
Aadhaar
Child Enrolment Client Module 100 35
Total 144 50

 The duration of the tests is 105 minutes.
 Any candidate that obtains 57 or more marks shall get certified as Operator CELC  
 CELC Operator can only perform Child Enrolment using CELC tablet and will not be able to 

perform any other type of enrolment (ECMP OR UCL). 


